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1. The basis for Evaluation Framework
The evaluation framework for DesignIT is based on the three-dimensional framework
of common elements of design thinking. The three dimensions are: practice,
cognitive and mindset dimensions. Each of them combines certain elements or
approaches [1].
We state here that certain components of three dimensional framework is taken into
account and developed through our gamified solution. Therefore, the goal for
evaluation framework is to assess how the developed gamified solution support
design thinking experiences in the students of higher education. More concretely we
would like to assess usability features of the game, in-practice use of design thinking
method through the game, and development of design thinking mindset with the help
of the game. Below we will describe the certain elements of three dimensional
framework that is covered in the developed gamified solution, as well as used in the
game design and development processes.
1.1 Practice dimension
It combines the components connected to activities, ways of working or specific tools
used within design thinking method. We will discuss human-centered, visualization,
divergent and convergent approaches, and collaborative style from Practice
Dimension as we believe out gamified solution supports these approaches.
Design thinking method is human-centered and especially focused to develop the
empathy towards the users. It highlights to understand, consider and involve users
needs in the design process [2, 3, 4]. In line to the human-centered approach our
game design and development process is based on user-centered and participatory

approach. Students, teachers and experts from the partner universities participate to
design the game prototype and develop it.
Visualization is considered to be a powerful tool to express intangible concepts,
ideas and models [6,7] and supports the development of common understanding in
design thinking method [5]. Through our project we support visualizing approach by
building up the canvases in the game. Participants can use different canvases to
share the visual resource/materials within the team for the design of their product or
project. Additional scoring features of the game incentivize the participants to share
visual materials also among the teams. With this feature the game encourages the
teams to build up the common understanding on their project concept outside the
team also.
Combination of divergent and convergent approaches encourages designers to look
on their challenge through the broader spectrum, open up to the wide range of ideas
and explore multiple paths to the solution [8]. Design thinking method encourages
the convergent approach after exploring divergent paths, recognizing the patterns
and relationships of the diverse variables. Our game platform encourages the
participants to generate and diversify ideas through the brainstorming canvass.
Team members are able to organize virtual brainstorming session within the team.
Also as additional points they can gain different perspectives from outside the team
to include in the brainstorming process. Participants can also use the feedback from
the experts and members of other teams to combine the diverse variables in their
design solution.
Collaborative work style in design thinking considers collaboration within team
members as well as with different stakeholders to get different perspectives for the
solution [8,9]. The game design and platform development process involved
collaboration with the users and converging their perspective for the game. At the
same time the developed gamified solution itself is a team-owned activity. It
encourages collaboration of the participants within and outside the team through
different canvasses and built-in awards system to gain extra points for collaborative
efforts, e.g. exchange of resources within and among the teams, brainstorming and
ideation collaboratively, interaction with the teams and experts and etc.
1.2 Cognitive dimension
describes cognitive processes and thinking styles that accompanies the use of
design thinking method [1]. We believe that the design process of the game as well
as the developed platform are based on the following approaches from cognitive
dimension: abductive reasoning, reflective reframing and holistic view. Abductive
reasoning seeks for an explanation or “what could be” based on the observations “What is something completely new that would be lovely if it existed but doesn’t
now?” [9]. It prompts the generation of new ideas and emergence of possible new
worlds [1]. B) On the same end, Reflective Reframing is the ability to identify, frame
and reframe the problem as to look beyond the immediate boundaries of the
presented challenge [1]. We used holistic view in the design process to understand

the users’ needs and end-users’ environment with its functional, emotional, social
and cultural aspects [1, 10].
1.3 Mindset
Mindset refers to individual and organizational culture. Design thinking is believed to
develop experimental and explorative, as well as optimistic mindset among the
team[1]. Experimental and explorative mindset refers to explore the possibilities, and
to risk the failure by pushing individual and teams’ capacity [11, 12]. Optimistic
mindset is associated to enjoying the problem-solving and finding opportunities for
an unresolved challenges/”wicked” problems, as well as appreciation of the
constraints as they focus on the scope of the work [13, 14]. The way our game
platform suggests the prompts from the experts and additional points for the game,
encourages the experimental and optimistic mindset of the participants in the game.
2. Focus Areas for Evaluation Framework
Based on the three-dimensional framework of design-thinking method we identify the
following focus areas for the evaluation framework:
1. Usability of the game. We focus on ease of use and acceptance by the users.
1.1 Were users able to find the features of the game?
1.2 Did the users use the features?
1.3 How they feel about the features?
2. In-practice use of design Thinking method in the proposed gamified solution.
We focus on effectiveness of the game.
2.1 How users use the features of the game?
3. Development of Design Thinking mindset with the help of developed gamified
solution. We focus on usefulness and relevance to the users’ needs.
3.1 Why users used the game?
3.2 Will the users use the game in the future?
2.1. Features of the game to be assessed
The Following features of the game were evaluated across three focus areas of the
evaluation framework.
● Interaction with users and experts
● Collection of resources/material for the design
● Sharing the resources/material for the design
● Being aware of the resources/materials shared for the design
● Exchange of resources/material for the design (within team and among
teams)
● Brainstorming and ideation
● Evaluation (give and receive feedbacks)
● Gaining individual/team expertize
● Improving the design (through iterative cycle)
● Goodness of canvas
● Goodness of the students’ project

3. Evaluation strategy
We used qualitative formative evaluation strategies for the evaluation of the project.
The qualitative formative strategies were used to evaluate the game design at the
initial phase and to test the prototype of the game. On the later stage of the game
validation we collected and analyzed survey data with open ended questions.
4. Instruments for evaluation
We used different instruments on different stages with the sequence as given below:
● Interviews with the students to assess their needs,
● Feedbacks from the experts to contextualize the game and its use,
● Feedback from the teachers to develop first prototypes,
● Focus groups with the students for the iterative cycle to develop the
prototype.
● Feedback from the users to test the prototype
● Questionnaires with the students to validate the usability of game
features and the game use in practice
URL:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdCW0ks8mO_6TVlz7hzZ
0WHivEhCdvyp0qrZ29BKyZX-wJahw/viewform
5. Target audience for evaluation
The following individuals and groups of people were involved in the evaluation
process:
Students – to design the game, test the prototype and validate the game features
Teachers – to design the game elements and flow of the game
Experts – to contextualize and design the game
6. Phases of evaluation
6.1 Participatory and user-centered evaluation for designing the gamified
solution
In line to the design thinking method the formative evaluation took place on the first
phase. The aim was to provide the design inputs for the prototype from experts and
stakeholders.
The following activities were conducted for the first phase of evaluation:
● Collect the feedback from the project partners through Skype meetings
on the context of the game use, and how the feedback from different
stakeholders can be integrated into the DesignIT game. These
evaluations went in parallel with other activities in this phase.
● Formative evaluation was held with students. The interviews were
recorded from 24 students to understand their needs for gaining the
skills in design thinking method, also for the improvement of their game
experiences. We targeted extreme users of the games (who does not
use the games at all, or uses them a lot).

● Formative evaluation from the teachers during the workshop and
brainstorming session. The first prototype of the game was developed
together with participating teachers to sketch out the elements of the
game and draw the flow of the game.
● Formative evaluation took place with students to develop the prototype
and add the gamification elements to the sketch (developed with the
teachers). 2 students’ teams participated in the evaluation processes,
and qualitative data was collected during focus group meetings.
6.2 Testing of the developed game-platform
2-3 stakeholders from each partner university participated to test out the prototype in
Fall 2018. Participants provided formative feedback on the use of the developed
game-platform.
6.3 Validation of the game platform in partner countries
Students from each partner country (100 students from Finland, 64 students from
Estonia, 140 students from Greece, 54 students from Portugal) participated in the
game validation phase in 8 activities from Fall 2018 to Spring 2019. Students in
groups and teachers filled in the questionnaires on the usability of the features of the
game, their experience on the use of the developed solution in practice, and
development of design thinking mindset through the game.
In Estonia the developed solution was applied in interdisciplinary ELU design
projects Spring semester 2018/2019; with educational technology and andragogy
students in Fall 2018.
In Finland the game application was used for course with multidisciplinary students
from media Engineering and economy. The course was also offered to outside
customers. In the spring semester the mobile engineering course with international
students used the game. Students used the game in real design activity with actual
contextual inquiry, experimentation and iterations.
In Portugal the game was with MSc or BSc level computer engineering students.
In Greece MA level students of IT curricula used the game in the Fall semester
course.
7. Evaluation outcomes
As an outcome of the first phase of the evaluation the wireframes for the gameplatform were designed with the participation of the students, teachers and experts.
See: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1olynX2vdohfH8NBRDOFZ0DpiOCDHcMlipAz4oHZM8g/edit
As an outcome of the second phase of the evaluation the game-platform and its
features were tested in a real context to identify the gaps/bugs in the game flow in
Fall 2018.

As an outcome of the third phase of the evaluation the game was tested in a real life
context on the usability of the features, its use in practice, as well as how the game
supports development of design thinking mindset in the users in Spring 2019.
8. Description of evaluation aspects
8.1 Use of design Thinking method in practice through the game To evaluate
effectiveness
We evaluated how users used the features of the game-platform in practice.
Reports from Finland: See Annex 1
Metropolia UAS in a mobile project course, fall 2018, 70 students.
Mobile application development module spring 2019, 30 students.
Report from Estonia (4 activities in HE and multiplier trainings). See Annex 2
Report from Greece: (1 activity). See Annex 4
Report from Portugal: (1 activity). See Annex 3

8.2 Development of Design Thinking mindset with the help of the developed
solution: to evaluate usefulness of the game and relevance to the users needs
We evaluated why users used the features and if they will use them again in the
future.
Usability
The interface is very user-friendly and learning becomes interactive. I think that all
of our game features are attractive and usable. The tool supported my involvement
in the design process by its simplicity of use.
DesignIT tool was very different for me.
The DesignIT platform offers many tools that are easy to use. First of all, it has a
very user-friendly GUI and the user does not have to spend much time to
understand how the platform works. The way you can upload new ideas on the
canvas is also easy, you only have to click the button and select what else you
want to add on your note (text, photo, video, etc.).
Technical issues
Had many problems with using the tool, had to still communicate more outside of the
tool to get the job done rather than inside of it.
Regarding the tool improvement, I dislike the tool and design-thinking themselves
and can not give any ideas of their improvement. More diverse opportunities to add
ideas, maybe make simple models or tables. Features’ usage could be a little bit
more user friendly (in meaning of how to trim, zoom in-out all the added material).
The main complaint was on the user interface of the mobile version, and there were
issues that students felt were not intuitive, such as deleting the notes and
moving of the notes.

The peer evaluation results integrated from different countries highlight the learners’
perception of the design thinking process with the DesignIT app as follows:
Team and collaborative creation
The interface promotes collaboration, for example, all team members can sign up in
a “challenge” and then have a common work space. Through DesignIT it is easy
to creatively organize our ideas, and work all-together as a team. The tasks
must be conducted jointly, you cannot move forward otherwise.
Inside the team we could compare each others’ notes, ideas, discuss overall
progress.
It would be nice if you could communicate with your team inside the platform,
because the current version still requires most of the work to be done outside of the
platform.
Design thinking process ownership and time management
The DesignIT tool helped with the designing process and made it more efficient,
since the users had to follow certain steps and rules, which made the way of
thinking and designing more structured and functional. Visually supported
design thinking phases and template examples supported creativity. DesignIT
supported with the form and gave understanding of the design process. By
designing the challenge, its role was to help us gather and narrow our
brainstorming sessions results, by applying new filters on every stage of designthinking, rationalising the ideas to potentially working solutions.
The project was organized in “weeks”, which made the designing process very
easy, because team members could work more effectively each week, faster and
more organized. The structure was split into different parts, so it helped to focus on
one subject at the time. DesignIT helps working in an asynchronous way, while
each team member follows his own schedule and ideas. Due to the deadlines and
challenges made me use my creative mind more and try to put my thoughts into one
place. Time limitations and setting deadlines promoted to pursuit for my
responsibilities. The project is adjusted in team’s time schedule, where the
members choose how fast they could proceed with their ideas.
Ideation and shared canvases
The tool helped us express our ideas and be creative with the presentations.
Users can upload text, photos, audio, videos, links etc. which makes information
easier to process and brainstorming more creative and fun. The post-it stickers
help you stay organized through the canvas and categorize your ideas, while the
team is working together simultaneously. I had the opportunity to mind map my
ideas, pin those ideas to the wall for other team members to see and evaluate.
Moreover, the notes can be used by all team members, meaning that everybody’s
idea is taken into account. The tool helped bring the team in a single environment
and anonymity of the people who posted allowed for more creative ideas to
arise. It helped my ideas to be heard. Thanks to the tool, it was easier for my

teammates to understand them. I really enjoyed how the tool helped me to be
creative and able to experiment and explore. To add all the ideas and then get
feedback and take all good ideas together again. The fact that DesignIT tool is an
online platform helps, because team members can communicate with each other
whenever they want, even all together at the same time. We communicated in other
channels like messenger and went to Design IT environment to add the ideas after
that.
Canvases and idea representation
The DesignIT interface acts like a blackboard with stickers, where it is easier to
categorize your ideas, and break the initial problem into smaller ones, so that
each post-it sticker represents a smaller problem. Additionally, you can visualize
your ideas and edit them whenever you want, which helps you be creative and
process your ideas. It also helps you work step by step and gradually improve
your idea. After creating a new note and adding it on the canvas, you can move the
note and place it wherever you want on the canvas, change its color and size,
which helps at organizing your ideas and thoughts. Every team member could
add his own notes and comment on others’ notes. You can also personalize the
notes and organize them by color. The tool offered many ways to add new
information whether it was a text, picture or a video. The ability to have different
color labels makes it possible to group different kinds of ideas from each other,
making it much easier to use. The idea of sticky notes was also nice. The lack of
space and option to only post text and images in sticky notes made it hard to write
down paragraphs and information. It didn't really help in being creative because of
the lack of environment and options at hand.
Feedback from other teams and ideation
The notes on the board helped at working together, but also see the progress and
ideas of other teams. In that way there was no problem in collaborating - as it
happens in most team projects - because of the lack of common free time for
example. Users can also communicate with members from the other teams, who
can help them design and implement their ideas. The “Ask for Brainstorm”, “Ask for
help” and “Review” canvases made the feedback easier and helped at the
designing process. There is also the review and help canvas, which can be used by
team members in case they get stuck or need help with their project. Collaborating
with other teams was made easier through this environment, because we could
leave notes and reviews to them. Getting to ask help from others in times of need
and review mode for other teams were my favourites. The tool did not support
collaboration outside the team, as we never received any feedback.
Gamification and competition between design teams
Getting points based on how you perform is cool. Because it counts points, it is clear
to group instructor to see how many of us have contributed to our goal on who has
not. It didn't affect my involvement in any way. I think the coin system needs
improvement though. The gamification features were liked but one-week time

was not enough to experiment fully with the gamification elements. One team
even took the gamification idea to their project.
Mobile usage and empathic human-centred design
The DesignIT tool can be also used on portable devices and users can collect data
whenever they are and analyze them. Despite location and device, everyone has
his own profile and can upload his own ideas, then comment on others’ ideas and
even combine them to make something better and bigger. The fact that the tool
is online means that anyone can use it whenever he is. Team members can work at
the same time and communicate with each other, even if they are not in the same
room. Notes were very useful, because any member of the group could use them
any time of the day, from their own device in order to participate in the project. Team
members were able to gather all of their thoughts and ideas on a board and edit
them however they want, thus the tool helped with the designing process and really
understood the consumer’s wishes in making new strategic for problem
solving. The students reported bugs and most complaints were on the clumsiness
of the mobile version of DesignIT platform. Some shifted to laptops for
completing the documentation. However, some of the students understood the aim
and need for a mobile version of the DesignIT.
Lessons learnt from the evaluation
In summary, it was found to be easy to set the human-centred innovation challenges
in Design IT environment in HEI courses. It was noticed that the design thinking was
widely applicable for solving different challenges in interdisciplinary teams, and
together with customers from industry and society. In some observed cases the
design thinking practices could be used in real empirical settings and with the
customers, prompting empathy.
The team composition in courses was in most cases international and
multidisciplinary, that promoted diversity in ideas, but also caused tensions among
team members. Working in remote online mode discouraged developing common
ground, but shared canvases were found good for orchestrating the team activities,
and enabling everyone’s contributions to be considered.
Educators used the opportunity to structure the templates in DesignIT for creating
the design thinking process, but they interpreted design thinking tasks and phases
differently. The original design thinking boards are usually filled in face-to-face mode,
and DesignIT did not enable to create the template structures for all kinds of boards.
The instruction notes with links to boards’ printouts, and visual examples of the
design thinking methods were presented on DesignIT templates. In some cases (for
persona cards) it was possible to create structured boards with other collaborative
creation software.
The canvases did not support well organizing the collection of ideas, students often
used other collaboration means and presented links of their work on canvases, but
they appreciated seeing all in one place in each phase. Due to structured canvases,

students were aware of the design thinking phases and generally felt that this
supported their design process.
The reviewing of other teams’ canvases was liked, and the teams benefitted from
contributed ideas and comments.
The design thinking app DesignIT could support effectively the empathizing and
ideation activities where design space was to be extended, but it was not as suitable
for the optimization of the design space which was best done in face-to-face settings.
The design thinking processes that are iteratively extending and narrowing the space
of opportunities would require that different design representations were seamlessly
connected. In this sense, while using DesignIT tool and face-to-face discussion and
real face-to-face representation space together, DesignIt remained functioning
mainly as an ideation tool and repository.
The gamification was quite seamless, and students were excited about the idea, but
they noted that seeing other students and teams points would have motivated them
more to compete on challenges and perform in own teams. The gamification with
points requires more time and more technical development, the impact of competing
in design challenges could not be fully validated.
In total we could observe students to develop some design thinking competencies
when solving societal and business problems - they grasped the whole process
better, and understood the need to extend and narrow the design space and using
empathic and creative approaches, the role of visualization and discussions in
iterating the design space. All the student teams developed innovations and mostly
experienced designing for human-centred innovations positively.
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ANNEX 1
The DesignIT evaluation in Finland
Merja Bauters
The DesignIT app formative evaluation in Finland UAS in a mobile
project course
DesignIT platform was in autumn 2018 in use in Metropolia UAS in a mobile project course.
The course spans two months and worth 15 ETCS and last for one period and includes
students from various countries as the course belongs to the international ICT program.
Thus, the student teams have members from various countries and cultures. In addition, this
year we also had exchange students to bring even more variety into the student population.
The aim of the course is to solve wicked problems provided by external real customers.
Usually the situations are mobile application or something that is usable with mobile devices.
This year we had 6 customers and 13 student teams (70 students). Meaning most
customers had two teams which tried to solve the challenge they had provided for the
course. The challenges were: Enhance digital communication of a design company, Create
new type for search for big amount of data whose backend is graph database, Support
documentation of informal learning in science, Design a photo sharing application for
company’s inside event use, Design a VR installation for self-reflection on social media use
and Improve existing sound scape creation mobile application (see figure 1).

Figure 1. Some challenges in a lobby were each team can access their own challenge.
There also reviews requested because last phases have been finished
DesignIT platform was in use from the start of the course and was attempted to be used in
early phases of the project. However, the use extended, because team advanced in very
different speed due to the different nature of their challenge.
We learned that we need to plan more flexibility in the guidance of the game use, otherwise
the students will use it in a way that they come up with. Most of these usage ways were not
creative but trying to use the already learned practices, e.g. from Trello.
Our (teachers) idea was that we would guide to each design phase using the IDEO Design
KIT as method guidelines: http://www.designkit.org/methods/45). We had already used in
previous courses templates from lean service design which help the creation, empathy,
assumption detection and data collections and seeing the connection between users, design
and entrepreneurship. These templates are design by Futurice:
https://leanservicecreation.com/canvases and expected to be filled as big canvases on a
table or wall – not digitally (see figure 2).

Figure2. Two templates filled as big paper canvases
We learned that we should guide each team separately into use of templates because they
all have different challenges so the context and potentials for contextual inquire are various.
The general introduction did not work. Otherwise the outcome can be all the templates in
one phase (see figure 3).

Figure 3. One team filled all the templates from lean service design. They did exactly as was
supposed to – even more so than we asked for. But they placed all their materials and
outcomes to one phase.
Our idea had been that DesignIt platform could be used in early phases to help and support
the contextual inquiry, detecting teams’ assumptions and learn the empathy skills needed to
understand the context, the users and problem in question. However, if DesignIT is used in

computer it seems somewhat similar as project management tools such as Trello. The use
hen tends to be similar as how student had been using these project management tools with
Agile philosophy behind them.
We learned that we should not let other such tools to be used, but place the focus on
DesignIT platform, and guide the use increasingly into the mobile use.

Mobile application development module spring 2019
The Mobile Application Development (MAD) module is a 15-credit module in Spring 2019 is
targeted to sophomore Mobile Services program students. Subject areas on the course are
iOS application development, machine learning, English communications and user
experience design. The module follows project-based learning using agile development
methods. The module involves several teachers, typically four to seven. Team teaching
needs to be applied.
Students work in teams of four to six. They design, plan and develop a mobile application
according to simple guidelines. The guidelines provide information on the technical features
that need to be fulfilled to pass the module.
Before we had the user experience design part integrated throughout the module integrated
into the agile development methods, however, we needed to change the module structure
because our department had to move from its building to a new one and there were not
enough spaces for all modules.
In the new structure, we placed the ideation and design into a week, taking place at the
beginning of the module. The continuous user testing was spread through the rest of the
module. We used as a guideline the Google Venture (GV) sprint methods. The GV design
sprint is well-documented, it has a large user base in the industry, and it applies essential
ideas of agile development and design thinking. It does not require much earlier knowledge
of any of the methods, even though some previous exposure to teamwork, design thinking
and user-centred methods is helpful.
The instructions for the design sprint were adapted to our educational setting. We modified
the schedule into four days (see figure 1 and slides) due to the space constraints. The GV
and design thinking were explained to the students and how these activities feed to the
progress of the rest of the module. One cosy classroom was booked for the entire time and
was supplied with whiteboards, papers, flap-paper boards, and a vast amount of post-it
stickers. The students used their laptops and mobiles for background research and for using
DesignIT platform for documenting their progress (see figure2). After each day, the teams
had to peer review another team's documentation. (see figure 3). One or two teachers were
available for consultation during the whole time (from 9:00–16:00); additionally, other
teachers dropped occasionally in the classroom to discuss the progress.

Figure 1. The image displays the summary from the slides presented to the students on the
design sprint activities

Figure 2. Documentations in the team challenge on the sketching (left) and on the ideation
(right).

Figure 3. Reviews of the day’s documentation. From the feedback during the days, it
seemed that the students appreciated the possibility to see others work, give and receive
feedback about their work.
The sprint schedule instructions looked as follows (see slides for the guidelines):

Day 1: Each day follows the same basic structure of the teacher explaining the sprint and
giving guidelines. The guidelines are composed of GV video and a simplified checklist
adapted from the GV design sprint checklists. Day 1 contains dividing roles in the team,
selecting a challenge and finding more in-depth information of the challenge from the
Internet and experts.
Day 2: Focuses on the solutions. The day is composed of various sketching and reviewing
methods.
The day 3: Aims at finding the target and guides the team to create many storyboards from
which they select through review processes the main storyboard or combination of
storyboards to be developed further.
During day 4: The teams create prototypes and experiment the prototypes with users, after
which they analyse the feedback and list improvements and next steps that they would take
in case they continue with the idea.
The international student teams were heterogeneous, consisting of students from Vietnam,
Western and Eastern Europe, and Africa. All teams completed their sprint successfully on
time and delivered what was asked: a prototype, documentation in DesignIT and user testing
results. Many of the teams were happy enough with the experience to continue the module
with the same team members during the development process, even though they could
reorganise after the first sprint. Some also stated that this was the first time they understood
the worth, need and way to do design and involve users.
As always, there was first some complaints about doing only design and of using new tools,
namely, the DesingIT platform. However, we could see (observations of the teachers) that
the student got immersed in the process (see figure 4) and their documentation became
abundant (see figures 5 and 6). The students reported bugs and most complaints were on
the clumsiness of the mobile version of DesignIT platform. Some shifted to laptops for
completing the documentation. However, some of the students understood the aim and need
for a mobile version of the DesignIT. Their main complaint was on the user interface of the
mobile version, and there were issues that they felt were not intuitive, such as deleting the
notes and moving of the notes. The gamification features were liked but one-week time was
not enough to experiment fully with the gamification elements. One team even took the
gamification idea to their project.

Figure 4. In the images are some moments of the team work. Nearly all tasks were executed
with papers, pens, post-its, tape and scissors

Figure 5. Outcomes of the face to face team tasks

Figure 6. Documentations uploaded and organised in the DesignIT platform space
The DesignIT project also required the students to answers a questionnaire. Twenty-six
students from 30 answered the questionnaire. It can be considered a reasonable amount
since. Usually, students do not answer questionnaires that are not directly related to the
module, especially if we compare this to the previous module in autumn 2018, where only 12
students answered from around 30 students. However, the answering was low because the
DesignIT platform at 2018 was still in development; thus, the use was sporadic, and most of
the features were not in their place yet. The use in 2018 provided feedback on bugs and
information on how the tool could be used.
The questionnaire had seven (7) questions out which two were about the background:
institute and module of the student. The two first questions were about creativity and
collaboration:
1. Please describe in what ways the tool helped you to be creative, to experiment and
explore the opportunities, and design the challenge?
2. Please describe in what ways the tool supported collaboration within and outside the
team to solve the problems and find the opportunities?
The last three questions were on features and use:
3. Please describe in what ways the tool supported your involvement in the design
process?
4. Please describe which features of the game have you found most attractive and usable?
5. Please suggest your ideas or wishes for the tool improvement.
The question on creativeness (Q1) was hard for Metropolia students since we used the
tool for documenting and organising. From our perspective, the tool was never designed for

creativity per se but for supporting creative actions executed in the field. The students’
answers reflect the use we had for the platform. Few students have tried to answer
something on creativity as they wished to receive better grades when answering in a way,
they thought was expected from them. Most of them (22) answered that the tool did not help
to be creative, or they went around the creative concept and told how it was useful
otherwise. The students stated, for instance: Did not really help, only good for documenting
progress; It was used to document GV sprint week work; Help to share progress with others
and document the process; easy to documents the process.
Four (4) students tried to formulate the answer so that it would say something about
creativity, for example: Helped me look at the challenge from other team members' points of
views; It forced us to properly dissect the problem and explore different angles; In organising
and structuring
prototyping, brainstorming, sketching.
The question of collaboration (Q2) had various kinds of answers. It seems that for some
students, the formulations of the questions were slightly challenging. Two (2) students stated
on their problems in using the tool. There were issues in synchronous use and persons
editing same notes, for instance: Only one person can edit post its at a time. That does not
really support teamwork. For others the simultaneous editing worked: The tool was important
in collaborating with team members because all team members can edit and view changes
in real time.
Six (6) students reported that tool helped in the review process. It is promising because
previously it has been challenging to get the students to review each other work. For
instance, they stated: It helped us to review one another work; Reviews were good; It allows
people to collect review from other teams.; Most of tasks were designed to work as team
work, doing things together and combining work made interesting results. Also the system
was designed to share and co-operate with other teams rather than compete.; we learn from
our solutions and combine them to get the best one.
Five (5) persons answered unrelated issues, such as, describing the crazy eight sketching
task.
Most students (10) commented on seeing team’s work in one place, help in the progress and
keep up the spirit: It really kept the team spirit up, also it was motivating to see days
progress;
One answer was empty and the rest (2) were negative such as: None.
The question on the DesignIT tool’s support on the process (Q3), was felt to be
redundant to the previous question since students had already replied how the tools
supported their process. Most comments were on the negative side, such as: I uploaded
pictures every now and then; Did not support at all. We can talk to each other you know.;
None.; We just uploaded pictures of the designs on paper because it was a requirement. In
summary the feelings were: It didn't. The clumsiness of using it would have driven me
straight to Trello, or similar applications. Only reason why we used it is because we had to.
On the other hand, when the students reflected, they stated more refined understanding of
the tool, for instance: It outlined the process and forced documentation which means you
actually have to go through the process; In helped me get an insight into the design process
of creating a new product and testing whether it would be feasible to implement it.; It forced
us to document everything related to the design process.

The question on which of the features were the most attractive (Q4), included: drag and
drop, reviews, embedding images, notes, getting feedback, keeping track of work. In
summary: viewing and creating all content as notes are useful features, but the UI is not
easy to use.
Five (5) did not see there was any game at all, three (3) commented about the things related
to the face to face activities, and one (1) did not answer at all.
The last question on what should be improved (Q5) provided quite detailed comments.
The most unambiguous were: Easier zooming on each days dashboard (2 mentions).; video
uploads, text field optimization could be better!; Fix the usability, responsiveness on different
devices (2 mentions), fix the bugs.; The tool was slow at times, requiring multiple refreshes
(2 mentions), Improve compatibility, better mobile resizing, organization abilities, easier to
use features, automatically save the note when it is created, hold to delete is not very
intuitive, rather have one click then the trash can gets bigger and you delete.
Although the DesignIT platform worked during this module, it was still hard to use, especially
with mobile phones. The tutorial videos of DesignIT platform helped, but it seems that when
these students who do not usually like to do design activities finally are immersed in the
activities, anything that ruptured it was annoying. The reported feelings in the questionnaire
are quite different from the outcomes they produced into the DesignIT platform. From the
teacher perspective, this design sprint and using the DesignIT platform worked best of any
other we have tried during the 18 years of attempting to implement the design part smoother
into the engineering mobile development work. The design sprint method and the DesignIT
platform aid when the resources are cut, because there is less need for long term stationary
spaces and there is a possibility to reach nearly the same amount of learning as previously
with less teaching resources. Therefore, we shall use the concept of design sprint integrated
with the DesingIT platform in future, during autumn 2019.

ANNEX 2
The DesignIT tool evaluation in Estonia
Kai Pata
The testing for DesignIT software in Estonia has taken place in two iterations.
Additionally, the training was conducted at multilier events for future higher education
lecturers and teachers.

Piloting in Fall 2018 with two master level courses in Tallinn
Universty
In Fall 2018 two groups of students were engaged into testing during the master
level courses of International Perspectives to Educational Technology and
Community Inclusive Technologies. In this stage DesignIT software was not
completely ready - the review function was not yet applied. The design task given to
the students had only one design phase. In one group the students had to design the
smart learning environment/ the learning environment for health and wellbeing with
digital tools, in second case they had to think of informal learning opportunities digital
media offers for adult learners.
After the idea collection that was done in DesignIT boards, the students used the
mobile devices, laptops and padlets to discuss the collected ideas, and to synthesize
the models.

Figure 1. The Learning ecosystem design activity was supported with the visual
templates about smart ecosystem principles
The synthesis activity was done on the whiteboards of the class, since face to face
discussions are found to be best way of narrowing down the design ideas. The tool
functioned well in all the devices. The students provided feedback to the tool usage
in groups. This feedback was provided back to the DesignIT developers.

Figure 2. Students working with smart devices to withdraw the collected ideas and
compose their final problem solution

Final testing with long term interdisciplinary project LIFE courses
in Tallinn University
In Spring term, two other testing settings were launched in Tallinn University. Tallinn
University runs for all students at bachelor and master level a project based LIFE
course (https://elu.tlu.ee) , that is interdisciplinary design activity by nature, bringing
together into teams different students from several curricula. The interdisciplinary
open project ideas are offered by supervisors and the external partners. Two LIFE
project teams were opened where testing of DesignIT software was done during the
period from February until May 2019.
One of the LIFE projects explored The Museums in Tallinn, their goal was to form 3
competing teams who offered design solutions for the children museum Miia Milla
Manda, Tallinn Photo Museum and Kalamaja Museum. Each museum requested the
teams to explore the problem situation in the museum, discovering visitor
opportunties and needs, describing the visitor types, and finally offering the solutions
how to change the museums according to the visitor needs. More than 20 students
participated in this project, as well as the museum learning experts and two
supervisors from different Schools of Tallinn University (digital technologies and
humanities).
For the task we divided DesignIT challenges into 3 phases - for idea generation, for
persona description and evaluation of user needs, and the prototyping. The design
thinking templates were generated to support these phases. These phases were to
be evaluated by student teams at certain deadlines. In between evaluations we had
face to face meetings to narrow down the problem and find the design idea, to
evaluate the user needs in respect to design idea, and to complete for the museums
the change offer as the paper prototype. The students were quite able to use
DesignIT in remote settings and systematically, some issues appeared in reviewing
the other teams and in some teams students got lost between the three levels and
reported their task phase at wrong boards.
The final project event took place at Tallinn Photo Museum in Tallinn old town at
24.05.19 where all the teams presented their design activity results.

Figure 3. LIFE project team Miia Milla Manda museum – searching for problems in
the museum

Figure 4. LIFE project team Miia Milla Manda museum – describing the visitor
profiles

Figure 5. LIFE project Tallinn Photo Museum – the visitor profiles’ board

The second interdisciplinary LIFE group with 12 students and two supervisors (from
Schools of Digital technologies and Education) was composed with the task To
Evaluate the DesignIT on the challenge of Designing future technologies for learning
spaces. The group was divided between 3 challenges. Each student group had three
stages with design thinking templates in their challenge. The templates were similar
as in the Museum LIFE team, prompting the problematization and idea search,
persona descriptions and evaluating the personas regarding the project idea, and
finally the prototyping. In completing each phase, the students had to write peer
reviews, and we met in face-to-face settings to narrow down the results of the design
phase on sheets of paper.
One of the extra tasks in this group was to evaluate the DesignIT tool usage while
they work with it, and writing the evaluation report of their case. They also had to
write a learning sheet about their design thinking activity. These two activities were
be used as part of Estonian DesignIT usage evaluation report and in the collection of
learning scenarios.
All the results of LIFE projects are getting university-wide interest during the predefences, poster presentations, and the LIFE project days. The final results –
students’ presentations and poster - will be saved to the LIFE projects' database of
Tallinn University.
Both DesignIT evaluations in Spring term, 2019 indicated that the tool is applicable in
project based learning settings for remote work of interdisciplinary teams, blended
with face to face design activities.
No major problems occurred with the tool usage, except some students had
difficulties in entering to the groups, submitting reviews to other groups - this was
due to they did not follow the DesignIT manual.

Figure 6. Life project team 3 – board 1 – design ideas

Figure 7. Life project team 3 – board 2 – typical users

Figure 8. LIFE project team 3 – prototype of the future learning space

Testing at training sessions for teachers at Estonian multiplier
events
Besides tests with Tallinn University learners, Tallinn University team conducted multiplier
events as short trainings. Three training events took place in Tallinn Technical University
(targeting higher eduaction teachers), in Estonian Educational Innovation Association
(HITSA) (targeting the teachers in schools), and at the ERASMUS+ training conducted by
EUNEOS for the international group of teachers from basic schools and gymnasiums.

The learning activity at these training settings was developed as a STEM role-play to solve
the problem of Disapearing bees. In the initial phase the problem was introduced in
multicided ways by embedding the bees’ problem video and the task templates to the first
board of the challenge. We used the braindumping method approach for generating problem
causes.

Figure 9. The DesignIT lobby for solving the Bees problem using the role play with design
thinking approach

Figure 10. The board presenting the Bees’ problem, the ideation took place using
Braindumping approach

Figure 11. The board presenting the persona mapping tn the Bees’ dilemma. The work with
personas took place using Google docs for collaborative writing

Figure 12. The ERASMUS+ STEM training group used mainly the smart devices for
accessing DesignIT boards

In the second phase of the role-play the teams had to choose one of the stakeholders’ roles
(legislation, economy, environment, engineering), and had to use the templates of personas
to reveal the stakeholders’ perspective to the problem. In the final stage the dilemma voting
technique was used with Tricider.com software. This enabled to compare different ideas,
add positive and negative arguments and voting for the best idea.
In the international team some participant teachers from Turkey used the automatic
translation option, and it functioned well in using DesignIT software. This short training event
indicated that it is feasible to use the DesignIT tool for various teaching purposes where
design thinking is embedded as an element. The usage of the DesignIT tool was sufficiently
intuitive and did not require much learning.
All the teachers and lecturers that participated at Estonian multiplier events were also
introduced with the methodological aspects of using Design IT software for teaching. Each
teacher got the teacher code for registering the teacher profile for further usage.

ANNEX 3
The DesignIt evaluation in Greece
Hariklia Tsalapatas
The DesignIT platform supports and promotes creativity! DesignIT helps learners
and users in general to execute and collect contextual data, analyse it and keep
engagement alive through the gamified features. The platform can be used in mobile
devices to allow smooth contextual data gathering. DesignIT platform is especially
suitable for project work where teams are solving wicked problems and need be
creative. The tool has been designed and developed in the framework of the
Erasmus+ project Design thinking in higher education for promoting human-centered
innovation in business and society, 2017-1-EE01-KA203-034889.
DesignIT project aims at encouraging innovation, creativity among Higher Education
students supporting them in bringing ideas into action. Our solution is providing
Higher Education educators with methods and gamified tools for design thinking. We
will apply Design thinking through gamified ICT deployment in the context of
entrepreneurship education in formal and informal entrepreneurship education
contexts as a complementary learning tool. The project will improve the current
situation in entrepreneurship education in Higher Education courses. The impact is
created in the participating Higher Education institutions by empowering the changes
towards creative interdisciplinary project based learning with gamified design
thinking approaches. This will happen by exchanging gamifying and design thinking
experiences among partners and creating new application ways for gamified design
thinking in different contextual settings in engineering and entrepreneurship
education courses.

A few words about the project
The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) of the University of
Thessaly (UTH) in the terms of the DesignIT project, which is funded by the
Erasmus+, has designed and developed a platform that supports and promotes
creativity. The platform allows the students to work in teams and implement design
thinking in order to solve real-life problems. More precisely, students can implement
the ideas of “empathise”, “define”, “ideate”, “prototype” and “test” in order to design a
service or a product.

During the previous semester, in the terms of the course “Technology in Education”,
taught by Mrs. Tsalapatas Harikleia, students had to use the DesignIT platform for
their project, in order to familiarize with the ideas of design thinking and pervasive
learning. Students would work in groups and had to come up with a new project idea.
The project had 6 steps, where each step started in a different week. A total of 140
students participated in the evaluation process, which spanned the 2nd half of the fall
2018-2019 semester. The students worked in teams of 5-8 individuals. A total of 28
teams participated in the evaluation activities. The students were asked to use the
DesignIT platform in order to design a pervasive learning service, namely a service
that supports education anywhere and anytime through mobile and other devices.
The project was obligatory in the context of the course work.

1st week: Start of the project – get familiar with design thinking
During the first week, the students had to visit the website http://designit.ece.uth.gr/#/ and register, by creating a new personal account. After that, they had to
login their account and enter the course’s lobby “Technology in Education Projects.”

After entering the course’s lobby, the students had to enter the challenge which had
the name of their group.

And after that they were ready to add new notes and ideas on the canvas. At each
stage/step of the project, the platform shows instructions that the students have to
follow. During the first week, students had to find information or sources about
design thinking and pervasive learning.

2nd week: Use the BEACONING platform on your desktop
During the second week, students got instructions on how to use the BEACONING
platform from their desktop and insert some comments and notes on their board.
BEACONING is a platform about pervasive learning. The students reviewed the
platform as an example of a pervasive learning environment in order to build

experience on the concepts of pervasive learning that can take place anywhere and
anytime through the support of mobile and other devices.

3rd week: Use the BEACONING platform on your mobile device
During this week, students had to use the BEACONING platform on their mobile
device and add comments on their board.

4th week: Design a platform that uses the ideas of design
thinking and pervasive learning
During the 4th week, the students had to gather information about the functionality of
a service that uses the ideas of design thinking and pervasive learning, and add that
information on their board.

After this step, the board would be full of notes. In the notes there would be
designing ideas about the functionality of a learning platform that the students
suggested.
This is the ideation step of design thinking, where you think of solutions to each
aspect of the problem.

5th week: Design a prototype of the suggested platform
During the 5th week, students had to improve the ideas they have added on their
board during the 4th week (previous step), in order to improve the functionality of the
learning service they had suggested.

After this step, there will be notes full of ideas about the functionality of the platform
the students suggest.
This is the prototype step of design thinking, where you develop solution prototypes
for each aspect of the problem.

6th week: Answer the questionnaire
During the last week of the project, students had to answer a questionnaire about
their experience of using the DesignIT platform.

Questionnaire for evaluation the DesignIT platform
Students had to answer the questionnaire by groups and evaluate the DesignIT
platform. We will see the questions and the answers below.

1st question: How did the DesignIT platform helped you at being
creative and finding out possible designing solutions
What did the students answer:
The DesignIT tool promotes creativity, interactivity and communication between
team members. The post-it stickers help you stay organized through the canvas and
categorize your ideas, while the team is working together simultaneously. Moreover,
the notes can be used by all team members, meaning that everybody’s idea is taken
into account. The DesignIT interface acts like a blackboard with stickers, where it is
easier to categorize your ideas, and break the initial problem into smaller ones, so
that each post-it sticker represents a smaller problem. Additionally, you can visualize
your ideas and edit them whenever you want, which helps you be creative and
process your ideas. It also helps you work step by step and gradually improve your
idea. The DesignIT tool can be also used on portable devices and users can collect
data whenever they are and analyze them. The interface is very user-friendly and
learning becomes interactive. Users can upload text, photos, audio, videos, links etc.
which makes information easier to process and brainstorming more creative and fun.
The fact that DesignIT tool is an online platform helps, because team members can
communicate with each other whenever they want, even all together at the same
time. Users can also communicate with members from the other teams, who can
help them design and implement their ideas. There is also the review and help
canvas, which can be used by team members in the case they get stuck or need
help with their project.

2nd question: How did the DesignIT platform helped you at
better collaborating with the rest of the team
What did the students answer:
DesignIT helps working in an asynchronous way, while each team member follows
his own schedule and ideas. Through DesignIT it is easy to creatively organize our
ideas and work all together as a team. The notes on the board helped at working
together, but also see the progress and ideas of other teams. In that way there was
no problem in collaborating -as it happens in most team projects- because of the lack
of common free time for example. DesignIT is a tool that solves many problems and
helps collaborating effectively, since all team members can use the notes. Team
members can exchange ideas, search for information, even if they are not at the
same place at the same time. The interface promotes collaboration, for example all
team members can sign up in a “challenge” and then have a common work space.
Despite location and device, everyone has his own profile and can upload his own
ideas, then comment on others’ ideas and even combine them to make something
better and bigger. The fact that the tool is online means that anyone can use it

whenever he is. Team members can work at the same time and communicate with
each other, even if they are not in the same room. The project is adjusted in team’s
time schedule, where the members choose how fast they could proceed with their
ideas.

3rd question: How did the DesignIT tool helped you at
participating at the designing process
What did the students answer:
The DesignIT tool helped with the designing process and made it more efficient,
since the users had to follow certain steps and rules, which made the way of thinking
and designing more structured and functional. Team members were able to gather
all of their thoughts and ideas on a board and edit them however they want, thus the
tool helped with the designing process and really understood the consumer’s wishes
in making new strategic for problem solving. The possibilities that the DesignIT board
offers, make the designing process not only simple but also fun, because the users
can add post-it stickers that contain text, pictures and videos. This helps them
understand better and easier the designing process. Team members can upload
their own ideas on a common canvas, edit them, combine them and get feedback.
This means that everyone’s ideas are taken into account for the final project idea,
with every team member working on his own rhythm and time schedule. Moreover,
the “Ask for Brainstorm”, “Ask for help” and “Review” canvases made the feedback
easier and helped at the designing process.

4th question: Which of the platform’s features were easier to
use
What did the students answer:

The DesignIT platform offers many tools that are easy to use. First of all, it has a
very user-friendly GUI and the user does not have to spend much time to understand
how the platform works. The project was organized in “weeks”, which made the
designing process very easy, because team members could work more effectively
each week, faster and more organized. Moreover, the way you can upload new
ideas on the canvas is also easy, you only have to click the button and select what
else you want to add on your note (text, photo, video, etc.). After creating a new note
and adding it on the canvas, you can move the note and place it wherever you want
on the canvas, change its color and size, which helps at organizing your ideas and
thoughts. Notes were very useful, because any member of the group could use them
any time of the day, from their own device in order to participate in the project. Every
team member could add his own notes and comment on others’ notes. You can also
personalize the notes and organize them by color. Moreover, the “Ask for
Brainstorm” and “Ask for help” canvases made the feedback easier and helped at
the designing process.

ANNEX 4
The DesignIT tool evaluation in Portugal
Carlos Vaz de Carvalho

The pilot testing of the DesignIT platform took place in the Spring semester of the
MSc course in Computer Engineering. Students (54 in total) enrolled in two
different courses (Serious Games and Multimedia Authoring) tested the platform in
the scope of their course assignments. The platform was mostly used in the three
initial stages of the Design Thinking method and then students did the prototyping
and testing without the platform. This testing was later combined with short-term
workshops in the scope of multiplier events.
The testing began in the last week of April when students received their
assignments which related to the development of a serious game and a multimedia
application under a theme to be selected from two options: emotion management
and online security. During that week in the course classes students were
introduced to Design Thinking methodology and to the DesignIT platform.

On the week after, teachers created the lobbies and challenges required for the
courses and students used the platform canvas to conduct the empathy stage of the
DT model. Students mostly used desktop and laptop computers to do this. Students
completed this stage of the work outside of the classroom.

On the second week, students moved to the second stage of the DT model, they
discussed the collected ideas, synthesized the data in the canvases and identified a
set of possible problems resulting from the empathy stage. The synthesis activity
was done mostly through face to face discussions and then students formed smaller
groups and proceeded to develop these potential problems further. In relation to the
DesignIt platform, it was again mostly used on desktop and laptop computers.

On the third week, each group identified potential solutions to their problems and
proceeded to select one of those solutions for prototyping. After that students were
focused on developing the actual software applications. In the end, students
uploaded to the platform images of the developed prototypes.

In general, students liked the process and the platform possibilities. There were a few
issues with the platform namely in terms of creating and editing challenges and
sometimes in terms of adding notes to the canvases. These problems were casuistic
and happened mostly when students tried to use the platform on their own. During
class time the platform worked well. Some minor formatting issues with the note
content were not problematic.

The review and brainstorm options were not used as students were able to interact
with their colleagues and teachers in the classroom.

